
I THINK THEREFORE I PLAY-(RAISING CHILDREN) 
 

 

The above heading is the title of the 

biography of one Football’s finest soccer 

player Andrea Pirlo and it’s apt in describing 

the gameplay of a player who won virtually 

everything football had to offer. 

 

Never a great scorer, but Pirlo has been the heart of the teams he played 

for. Blessed with beautiful feet and a telepathic understanding of the 

match, Andrea Pirlo has been described as a wonder for how he controls 

a whole match despite his slow pace and small physique. How he with 

unbelievable passing accuracy seemingly covers the whole pitch without 

moving an inch from his position?  

 

How can one so relatively frail survive in a sport that requires so much 

strength and vigour? And how can he do so at an age where most of his 

colleagues have hung up their soccer boots? And how on earth does the 

concept of raising children relate to Andrea 'Pir'?!! (What’s his name 

again? I’m sure that’s the question racing in your mind, but follow me and 

you’ll see soon) 

 

As we all know, the average football player depends so much on 

physical attributes to thrive in a game. One would say the speed, 

balance, acceleration and strength of a player is imperative in 

determining a good gameplay. In the same vain, that most parent 

depend and rely on their physical strength, boisterous voice, authority 

etc. to instil discipline in their kids. 

 

“It’s my prerogative”. Some might say 

 

The child is 'taught' to recognize that 'mummy is bigger than 

me'...'daddy is stronger than me'...'daddy is louder than me' and such 

children are raised in that atmosphere of fear and inferiority. They end 

up doing the chores and being respectful for they have learnt to obey by 



the whip, slaps, the knocks and the shouts and we even boast of how 

obedient they are.... 

 

Just like the average football player dissipates in strength as he advances 

in years, in the same way do many parents lose control over their 

children as they grow older. Their children are now big and have 

nothing to fear, so why obey? Thus many young adults are rebellious. 

They were taught fear not responsibility, they view hard work as 

punishment, correction as condemnation and politeness as 

bondage...soon their parent’s loose relevance to them and they are 

without guidance going about their own way. Errors of generation past 

repeated. 

 

The Wise Parents are like Andrea Pirlo never depending too much on 

physical strength over their children, even though they have it but were 

patient enough to understand their seeds, observe them, balance 

scolding with wisdom and the rod with the staff. Bringing out the best in 

them, thus even in their old age they still command the respect of their 

wards and are still ever relevant in their lives. 

 

When your limbs can no longer run as fast, and your bones not as strong 

and your sinews not as agile would you be dropped to the bench and be 

forced to retire from parenting because your child no longer values your 

advice? Or would you rather not be forced to retire just like Andrea 

Pirlo. 

 

…. Just like Pirlo...I think, therefore I play.  
i 

 

(Pelumi, 2015) 
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